Since councils are complex institutions, we develop a set of related models, each stressing a particular facet of councils, rather than try to encapsulate the entire institution into a single model. The main results of our analysis are:
1. Neither employers nor workers have incentives to create voluntarily councils with the power to maximize social value.
2. Councils with rights to information reduce economic inefficiencies by moderating worker demands during tough times. Conversely, by assuring that firms use worker-provided information to benefit labor as well as the firm, councils increase the willingness of workers to communicate to management, raising social surplus.
3. Councils with consultation rights can produce new solutions to the problems facing the firm. This is more likely when both workers and management have relevant information that is unavailable to the other side. Its effectiveness depends on the amount of delay caused by the process.
4. Co-determination rights that increase job security should lead workers to take a longer-run perspective on firm decisions and thus invest more in firmspecific skills and give workplace concessions that enhance enterprise investment in capital.
5. The specific rules for selecting works councils affect their representativeness. Increasing council size raises the likelihood the council will reflect workers' views when there is a strong but not overwhelming majority on an issue but not when workers are evenly divided.
6. Workers with minority views and those who dislike their jobs are likely to run for council office, raising the specter of "maverick" councils dominated by small cliques. One way to reduce the first risk is to choose council members by jury-style random selection. A way to reduce the second is to limit the release time of workers for council work. This paper has five sections. Section 2.1 gives our argument why councils must be mandated from outside. Section 2.2 examines the conditions under which council-induced communication from management to workers improves social well-being. Section 2.3 examines communication from workers to management and the voting rules needed for councils to be representative of the workforce. Section 2.4 examines the consultation and co-determination powers of councils. We conclude with some comments on the problems councils might face in a decentralized American or British labor system.
Works Councils: Mandated or Voluntary?
Most Western European countries mandate elected works councils in enterprises above some size and give the councils rights to information and consultation about labor and personnel decisions. Germany gives councils codetermination over some decisions as well. In contrast to plant-level unions, councils cannot call strikes nor negotiate wages, though they invariably use their power to improve the position of workers within the firm.
2 Their function, often specified in legislation, is to foster labor and management cooperation with the goal of increasing the size of the enterprise "pie." Most observers and participants believe that councils succeed in doing this (see the other papers in this volume), and most managers in the Freeman-Rogers interviews endorsed councils as a valuable part of the internal structure of the enterprise.
If works councils increase the joint surplus of the firm-worker relationship, why do countries mandate them instead of relying on firms to institute councils voluntarily?
Our answer is based on the proposition that institutions that give workers power in enterprises affect the distribution as well as amount of joint surplus. The greater the power of works councils, the greater will be workers' share of the economic rent. If councils increase the rent going to workers more than they increase total rent, firms will oppose them. It is better to have a quarter slice of a 12-inch pie than an eighth slice of a 16-inch pie. Formally, we show: PROPOSITION 1. Employers will give worker institutions within the firm less power than is socially optimal and will fail to establish productivityenhancing councils when there are high fixed costs to the councils. Analogously, workers will prefer more power than is socially optimal.
The argument is based on two relations. First, let x denote the amount of power or discretion given to the works council. The rent of the organization, R, depends on x. If workers are given no discretion, then R = R o . With some worker discretion, decisions improve and R rises. If too much worker discretion is given, then rent falls because management does not have enough control over decisions. The detailed rationale behind these arguments is explored in sections 2.2-2.4 of the paper; the result is an R(x) function that has an inverted U-shape. This is shown in figure 2.1A.
Denote the share of total rent that goes to workers as T. The share T also depends on x. It is a standard result of bargaining models (both Nash and Rubenstein) 3 that the share rises with bargaining strength. Thus, T(JC) is monotonically increasing in x. To start, then, 2. By our definition Spanish works councils, which can legally call strikes, are de facto local unions rather than works councils.
3. We are grateful to Peter Crampton for pointing this out. 
R = R(x),

T = T(X).
Will the firm voluntarily establish councils with the socially optimal level of worker power? For a profit-seeking firm, analysis of optimizing behavior says "no." The firm will give less than x* power to the council, where x* is defined as the level of worker power that maximizes joint surplus. Formally, the profit-seeking firm will maximize (2) [1 -which has the first-order condition
Since T is increasing in x, the right-hand side of equation (3) is positive, which implies that R' > 0 at the firm's optimum point. The firm will choose a level of power for the council on the rising part of the rent-producing curve 4. The reader will notice that this contradicts the Coase theorem in which two parties to an arrangement are expected to attain the joint surplus through some means or other. By giving the two sides only one tool to produce the joint surplus and divide it, we have ruled out such an arrangement. and will voluntarily give workers less power than JC*.
4 This is shown in figure  2 . \A, where x { , the optimum point on the firm's profit curve, lies to the left of the social optimum x*. Given fixed costs to works councils-time and preparations for elections, meetings, reduction in work activity by elected councillors, and so forth-the firm may lose money at x p so that it will not establish councils at all, even though they raise the social product. This is shown by the curves R -C and (1 -T) (R -C) in figure 2.15, which lie below the surplus in figure 2.1 A by the fixed amount C. In this case the rent to the firm from establishing the council that maximizes its profits, [1 -
, is less than R o , the profit from no works council. Note that a council is socially preferred because R -C >R 0 for some values of x.
What about workers? If they could choose the amount of power for the works council, would they choose the socially optimal level? Workers who seek to maximize their share of the total surplus (T(X) R(X)) will, by symmetry with the analysis of the firm, fail to select the socially optimal point. Workers will choose a level of power that exceeds x*. They choose x w in figure 2.1 A, shortchanging the interests of capital.
The preceding analysis has implications for the existence and viability of works councils. It shows that management, on its own, will either fail to institute socially productive councils or give them less power than is socially desirable. If the government knew the R function, it could enact laws giving works councils JC* power. Absent such knowledge, the fact that the optimum level of power lies between the preferred levels of labor and management suggests that some average of the two sides' desires will move toward the social optimum. Whether the political bargaining mechanism institutes rules that are superior to the outcome of industrial bargaining remains an open question.
Mandating councils does not, however, necessarily mean that they will be developed at particular workplaces. Even in Germany, many (small) companies do not have councils. The condition for a company to introduce a council is that either the workforce or the firm sees a potential benefit. If each believes that instituting a council will cost it more than the benefits accruing to it, neither will go to the effort of introducing the council. Thus, there will be no council when the sum of worker and firm costs exceeds the total surplus created. This shows that a council will only be established when the benefits from the council exceed its total costs.
If it were possible to decouple the factors that affect the division of the surplus from those that affect the surplus, there would be an obvious way to establish the optimum division of power: the state (or some other outside party) could determine a rent-sharing coefficient and then allow firms and workers to choose the power to be given the council. With the division of rents fixed, the division of power that maximizes total profits also maximizes the amount each side receives. Such a decoupling of production and distribution of surplus is, however, unlikely. In most bargaining models, the division of rent depends on threat or reservation points that would be affected by changes in the authority given to works councils. In practice, managers in the Freeman-Rogers interviews took it as fact that councils used their power strategically to gain greater surplus for workers.
5 Still, this "solution" suggests that councils fit better in labor relations systems where pay and other basic components of compensation are determined outside the enterprise (essentially bounding divisions of the rent) than in systems where firms set pay, and may help explain why councils are found largely in economies with relatively centralized collective bargaining. 6 Figure 2.1 can also be used to show why unions may oppose works councils. Reinterpret "joint surplus" to be the surplus that goes to workers, councillors, and union leaders, and think of T as the share of rent that goes to the works council and workers and 1 -T as the share that goes to union leaders. Then, assuming the function that relates this joint surplus to x is also an inverted U, the result in equation (3) applies. Union leaders would choose a level of power for works councils that falls short of that maximizing overall labor surplus. Giving the council more power would benefit labor but would reduce the wellbeing of union leaders. This resonates with the fear German unionists had when they first opposed strong works councils, and with American unionists' worry that councils may substitute for unions-the issue Douglas addressed in his article. The possibility that councils benefit workers but not unions means that one cannot take unions as speaking for "labor" on this issue.
The analysis in proposition 1 illuminates the failure of employer-initiated councils in the United States in the 1920s. In that decade, many "progressive" firms instituted workers' councils or shop committees, to which they gave consultative rights but not access to company financial records. At their peak employer-instituted councils covered some 10 percent of the workforce in manufacturing, mining, transportation, and public utilities (Freeman 1990 ). While some firms introduced councils solely to prevent unionization, many believed councils were an efficient tool of management. Douglas, who supported unionism, reported favorably on councils in the JPE. The effort to "sell" councils by the Chamber of Commerce (1927 ), National Industrial Conference Board (1920 , 1922 , and other management groups also shows genuine commitment. But despite the enthusiasm with which firms formed councils, most abandoned them in the ensuing decade, as our analysis would lead one to expect. Some managements complained that workers did not truly cooperate, while workers complained that councils gave them no real power to affect deci-5. In Germany, respondents gave cases in which councils would trade off their legal right to codetermine the timing of vacations or the need for them to gain the right to approve a social plan for redundancies for wages or benefits beyond those in the industry agreement.
6. There are several complexities that we do not address. A system that sets the level of compensation outside the firm and has no profit sharing might be viewed as giving councils no way to raise workers' well-being. In fact, in countries with relatively centralized bargaining, firms can pay wages above the central agreement, and stronger councils are likely to make gains in this way. But councils cannot push too far in light of the central agreement. In addition, with pay fixed, workers can still benefit from increasing the surplus if that means faster promotions and the like.
sions. Many firms withdrew the limited powers they had given councils and imposed unilateral wage and employment reductions when economic times worsened. These patterns highlight the problem of any employer-established council. As long as the firm is the ultimate authority, workers risk being caught in a "cooperate, defect" prisoner's dilemma solution when the firm sees the relation potentially ending. If the gains from councils, like other cooperative arrangements, are based on long-term benefits, economic changes that shorten horizons can readily undo a voluntarily established council. Finally, when the Wagner Act strengthened the chance for genuine unionism, some councils transformed themselves into unions, raising additional questions about the viability of council arrangements on the labor side.
Communication from Management to Workers
"The works council is for management a very important tool to inform employees of what is happening in the company. You cannot talk every day with 10,000 people." (manager in Freeman-Rogers interviews) Economic theory recognizes that asymmetries in information between labor and management can produce inefficient social outcomes. Different levels of a firm's hierarchy can use private information opportunistically, possibly through coalitions against other levels of the hierarchy (Tirole 1986 ). Management may misinform workers about the situation of the enterprise when it sees workers' gains as owners' losses. Knowing that management can use information strategically, workers may disregard what management says even when it is truthful. Workers may fail to inform supervisors about ways to improve conditions for fear that the firm will use that information against them, say by reducing piece rates or speeding up assembly lines. Legal requirements that management disclose information to elected works councils raises the possibility that councils may help resolve the communication problem and raise rents. With access to information that will verify or disprove management's claims, a council can make those claims credible to the rank and file. In Western Europe management provides councils with detailed information about enterprises' financial and business plans and discusses with the council the substantive issues raised by this information.
7 While we know of no statistical study showing that council-facilitated information flows raise the joint surplus, many managers in the Freeman-Rogers interviews believed this, and econometric analysis of Japan's "joint consultation committees," which operate much like councils, shows a positive relation between committee effectiveness and enterprise profitability (Morishima 1991). 8 7. The Freeman-Rogers interviews showed that large European firms obey the spirit as well as the letter of information and consultation laws. Note also that councillors receive some information on a confidential basis, so that it does not become known to competitors.
8. In the United States, Kleiner and Bouillon (1988) show that information does not in fact harm profitability.
We model the economic value of the council as a communicator from management to workers with the following simple situation. A firm and its workers decide on one workplace variable: the speed of work, which can either be fast (F) or normal (N). Workers view speed as bad and prefer a normal pace. They obtain utility U N working at a normal pace and U F working at a fast pace, with U N > U F . In addition, we assume that workers prefer to remain with the firm even at the fast pace, so that U F > U o , where U o is the utility from leaving the firm. In contrast to workers, firms view speed as good because their profits are higher when workers work at the fast pace.
Assume that the environment consists of two states: good and bad, with known probabilities p and 1 -p. In the good state, firm profits are ir F when the workers work at the fast pace and TT N when they work at the normal pace, with TT F > TT N . In the bad state, profits are TT B > 0 when workers work at the fast pace but are negative when workers work at the normal pace, forcing the firm to shut down. Total surplus is larger in the good state than in the bad state and is larger in the bad state when work is fast than when the firm goes out of business. This highlights the fact that the major social loss occurs when the firm closes because workers do not accede to management's desire to work at the fast pace.
The problem for workers is that while they prefer to work at the fast speed in the bad state, they lack credible information about the state of the firm. They distrust what management says because management can lie about the state, getting them to work at the fast speed even in the good state and thus garnering more of the joint surplus. Assuming that management finds it profitable to act opportunistically (of which more in a moment) workers will ignore management claims and work at normal speed in all periods or at the fast speed in all periods.
9 Holding out for the normal speed when the firm is in trouble means the firm closes and workers receive utility U o instead of U F . Acceding to fast speeds when the firm does well means that workers get less utility than otherwise. If workers hold out for U N , p percent of the time they will be right, but 1 -p percent of the time they will be wrong and receive utility U o . The expected utility from working at the normal speed at all times is
Alternatively, if workers work fast at all times, their expected utility is just U F . Workers will choose between working at a fast or normal speed depending on the probability of the states and the expected utility of the alternatives. If they think the good state always prevails, they choose N. If they think the bad state always prevails, they choose F. Define p* as the probability at which workers are indifferent between N and F: p*U N + (1 -p*)U 0 = U F , which yields 9. Under the conditions of the model that we describe shortly, firms have an incentive to lie about the state of the world, knowing that workers will choose an F or N strategy. The solution,/?*, lies between 0 and 1 since U o < U F < U N . Since/?* depends on utility levels, it reflects the situation and attitudes of workers, not the likely state of the firm. When p* is low, workers can be viewed as being more "aggressive" in insisting on working at a normal pace rather than acceding to requests to work fast. When p exceeds /?*, workers will work at a normal pace; when p is less than p*, they will work at a fast pace. Differentiating p* with respect to U N , U F , and U o shows that increases in U N and U o reduce/?* while increases in U F raise/?*. This implies that workers are more aggressive the greater the utility of working at a normal pace, the greater the utility of alternative opportunities (they do not mind losing their jobs if the alternative offers nearly the same utility as their job), and the lower the utility of working at a fast pace. Put differently, big differences between U N and U F and small differences between U o and U F produce aggressive workers. Since differences between earnings inside the firm and outside will depend on specific human capital, seniority rules, and the like, (younger) workers with less specific training and seniority are likely to be more aggressive than older workers. Table 2 .1 analyzes the surplus going to workers and firms when workers know the actual state versus when they only know the probability. Panel A shows the surplus when they only know p. Here workers must choose a strategy 
of working at normal or fast speed in both states. By definition of /?*, if p > p* they choose N, whereas if p < p* they choose F. This yields one solution when p > p* and another solution when p < p*. Panel B gives the surplus when workers have full information. In this case they work at normal speed during good times and at fast speed during bad times. This is the socially optimal situation, which produces average utility for workers of p U N + (1 -p) U P and average profits for firms of p TT N + (1 -p) TT B . Panel C shows the change in surplus for workers, firms, and society between the two situations. If p > p* so that absent full information workers choose N in all states, the benefit to workers of full information is U F -U o in the 1 -p of the time when the firm is in a bad state, the benefit to firms is TT B , and the social benefit is the sum of the two. In bad states information improves the well-being of all parties. If p < p* so that workers choose strategy F in all states, they lose U F -U N in p of the time, while firms gain TT F -ir N .
The social benefit of information from management to labor is that it eliminates the danger that workers choose the N strategy in a bad state. The condition that p > p* shows that this is most likely to occur when a firm generally does well and workers are "aggressive." Since the firm does well, workers distrust the claim that it is in trouble, and if they are sufficiently aggressive, they will refuse to work at a fast pace in the bad state. Full information allows workers to respond flexibly, working at a fast pace in the bad state and at a normal pace in good states.
Since management as well as workers gain when work is fast in the bad state, we would expect management to endorse councils as a valuable tool for conveying "bad" news to workers. In fact, in the Freeman-Rogers interviews several managers volunteered worker responses to potential plant closings as examples of the benefits of councils to the firm. One manager said, "Councils are a very good communication channel, especially with regard to bad news. They are more credible than management." By contrast, in good times the information given the council benefits workers at the expense of management, and no manager cited the virtues of such redistribution as examples of useful councils.
How will the benefits of full information vary with economic uncertainty? In our model uncertainty is measured by p; it is highest at p = .5 and lowest at/? = 0 or/? = 1. Figure 2 .2A graphs the social surplus created by full information as a function of p. When p is 0 or 1, there is no information problem, and the social value of council-provided information is nil. When p is 0, the workers know that the bad state always occurs, so there is no benefit to additional information: p < p* and workers will always work fast. When p is 1, workers know that the firm is always in the good state so that the plant will not close. Note that the value of information peaks when p is just a bit above (or possibly just below) p*, not when uncertainty is highest.
One further refinement is needed to complete our analysis. If by opening its books to workers in bad times management can convince workers to work at a fast pace, the firm might be expected to do so, obviating the need for mandatory disclosure of information. But opening the books in the bad state tells workers that the firm is in the good state at all other times, which loses the firm the option of inducing workers to work at a fast pace in good times. The firm will disclose its state voluntarily only when the expected benefits from keeping the enterprise alive in bad times exceeds the gains from inducing workers to work at a fast pace in good times. If the firm knows p but not p* (a worker characteristic), it will estimate the probability a that p > p* and will open its books voluntarily when
as derived from firm net benefits in panel C of table 2.1.
The social value of opening the books is
derived from the last row of table 2.1. The difference between equations (7) and (6) is the worker returns to the information,
, which is necessarily positive. Since the firms' gains are less than the social gains, the firm will voluntarily show workers their books less frequently than is socially desirable. 10 This leads to 10. The firm's ability to commit to a nonrevelation strategy is key. Ex post, firms in bad states want to show their books to workers. But doing so makes the absence of a report a signal that the good state must hold. Firms may be able to commit to nonrevelation by hiring a third party to keep the books. Alternatively, separating the human resource department from the accounting department and giving the latter incentives to withhold information from workers may solve the problem. PROPOSITION 2. Requiring firms to disclose profit information has social value when firms will not voluntarily provide the information.
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Finally, since the social gains of full information depend on the differences in utility and in profits between maintenance and closure of the firm, which will reflect the extent of firm-specific investments in human and physical capital, council-created communication between management and workers will be especially valuable in firms with large firm-specific complementary investments. The prediction that full information will induce workers to be "less aggressive" in bad times also suggests that councils increase effort flexibility.
Communication from Workers to Management
"Councils give management a better idea of what employees are willing to accept. Things come up in discussion that management didn't know." (manager in Freeman-Rogers interviews) Councils affect communication from workers to management by improving the incentives for workers to provide information to management and by filtering the information through the subset of workers on councils.
Incentives to Communicate
To see how works councils can increase the incentive for workers to communicate truthfully to management, consider how workers will respond to a management request for information about the compensation package: "How much wage would you give up for various amounts of a fringe benefit?" Assume that workers are divided between those who love the fringe, and who will accept a large wage reduction for it, and those who only like the fringe, and who will accept only a small wage reduction for it.
In figure 2 .3, two sets of indifference curves are shown, corresponding to two types of workers. The convex solid curve, labeled KO, shows the points that provide the minimum level of utility to keep a worker who likes the fringe working at the firm. The convex dotted curve labeled VO shows the points that provide the minimum level of utility to keep a worker who loves the fringe working at the firm. The bold, concave curves show the firm's isoprofit contours where movements to the southwest reflect higher profits.
If the firm knew that a worker loved the fringe, it would offer point S with wage Wl and fringe level Fl since this yields higher profits than any other feasible point. If the firm knew that a worker liked the fringe, it would offer point R with wage WO and fringe level FO. Offering S to fringe-likers causes those workers to quit. The problem is that a fringe-lover can gain by telling the 11. This assumes that the real resource costs of disclosure do not exceed the social gain from disclosure. The real costs are auditing the books to ensure accuracy and training workers to read the books. There is also the risk that information revealed to workers may find its way to rivals who can use it to firms' detriment, which may or may not have social costs.
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firm that he is only a fringe-liker since he prefers point R to point S. The result is that while the fringe-likers tell the employer their true preferences, the fringe-lovers do not, and the firm gets no information from what workers say. Surplus is lost because there are fringe/wage combinations preferred to R by both management and fringe-lovers. In the diagram, all points in the area bounded by points R and T and curve VI and the corresponding isoprofit curve are Pareto improving. For workers to communicate truthfully with management, they need a say over how the firm uses worker-provided informationthat is, a guarantee that management will not extract the full surplus. This establishes PROPOSITION 3. Works councils that give workers some control over the use of information can enhance information flows from workers to management.
Representative Councils
Works councils are forms of representative government, giving rise to the question that faces any representative institution, "How well does the subset of the population (works councillors) reflect preferences of the population (workforce)?"
The following situation provides a way of analyzing this question. Suppose management chooses to paint an office blue or red and wants to pick the color preferred by the workforce. A majority, q, of the workforce prefers red, but management does not know this and relies on the council to convey worker sentiment. Assume, in the first instance, that councillors are a randomly se-lected subset of an odd number n of workers and that councillors give their own preferences in discussion with management. The probability that the council will fail to represent the majority is the probability that (n -l)/2 or fewer prefer red. Let/(x; n, q) be the binomial density function where there are n trials. Let q be the probability of a success defined as vote for red, and x be the number of successes in n trials. The probability that x will vote red is f(x; n, q) = I Ml -q) n \ and the probability that the council misrepresents workers is X fix; n, q),
A=0
that is, the probability that 0 vote red, plus the probability that 1 votes red, plus the probability that exactly (n -l)/2 vote red.
The probability that the council misrepresents workers decreases as n rises and increases as q approaches .5. A large council is more representative and will communicate preferences more accurately when there is a large majority on an issue. A near-even split of workers raises the danger that the council will favor the minority. If a near-even split means that workers do not feel strongly about the issue, erring in favor of the minority may be relatively harmless. If workers feel strongly, however, a correct decision requires an assessment of the strength of preferences rather than a simple count.
To model the strength of preferences, let At/* be the utility of red (versus blue) to red-lovers and At/ be the utility of blue (versus red) to blue-lovers. The value of choosing red over blue is then q At/* -(1 -q) At/. If this is negative, it would be better to choose blue despite the red majority. If blue fans can convey the strength of their preferences in council meetings, they may be able to sway management and the council to choose blue. If q is near 1, so that there is a large majority, or if red-lovers are nearly as committed as blue-lovers, the average weighted preference is unlikely to favor blue. Discussion is more valuable when the majority is a bare majority, and when the majority has weak preferences and the minority strong preferences.
At first blush, one might expect the optimal size of the council to be highest when the workforce is nearly evenly divided. If 51 percent prefer red and 49 percent prefer blue, a large sample is needed to assure that the minority does not hold the majority on the council. But the value of adding additional randomly selected councillors is actually smallest when q is near .5 or 1. To see this, consider the two extremes. If q = 1 every worker prefers red, so the probability of getting a blue fan on a one-person council equals the probability of getting a blue fan on a 1000-person council-zero. Similarly, if q = .5, the probability of a blue fan on a one-person council is .5. But the chance that any additional randomly selected worker prefers blue is also .5, so that the proba- bility of blue is .5, independent of the size of the council. Table 2 .2 illustrates the point. Column (1) gives the proportion of the workforce that likes red.
Columns (2)- (4) give the probabilities that councils with one, three, and five members, respectively, will erroneously consist of a blue majority. Column (5) gives the decline in the probability of an error when council size is increased from one to three persons (the difference between cols.
[3] and [2]). Column (6) gives the decline in the probability of an error when council size is increased from three to five persons (the difference between cols.
[4] and [3]). At q = .5 or q = 1, a council of one is as good as a council of five: the decline in the probability of error is zero. When the proportion preferring red gets near .75, the value of a larger council reaches a peak: in columns (5) and (6) the incremental reduction in the error is largest when the proportion who favor red is between .70 and .80. Note further that the gain from going from one to three members is larger than the gain from going from three to five members. There are diminishing returns to adding council members.
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The logic is that information is very valuable when q is close to .5 but almost impossible to obtain by adding council members. At q = 1, the value of additional information is zero. In the area around q = .75, these two effects balance out: information is valuable and adding a new member contributes information. This demonstrates PROPOSITION 4. Increasing council size improves the accuracy of information from workers when there is a strong but not overwhelming majority. Size adds little accuracy when the workforce is nearly evenly divided or unanimous over an issue.
Note finally that if, as many models of politics suggest, candidates' positions are close to the preferences of the median voter, majorities will generally be extremely small. For example, if 95 percent prefer red over green but workers are more ambivalent about red versus blue, then the final ballot is likely to be between red and blue, not between red and green. This equilibrating force, coupled with proposition 4, implies the surprising result that increasing the size of works councils may generally do little to ensure that the right decision is made.
Elected Councils and Minority Representation
Counsellors are not, of course, randomly selected from the workforce, but are, rather, elected according to rules that differ across settings. Some countries mandate separate election districts for plant and office workers. Some allow blue-collar workers to elect white-collar workers to represent them. In countries with multiple-union federations, different unions run slates under various proportional representation rules. Belgium restricts counsellors to workers on union election slates. Without analyzing actual voting rules, we show next how specific rules can affect the representativeness of councils.
At one extreme, consider the election of members chosen by workers at large. Suppose the rule is that workers vote for n persons from a ballot of z candidates and that the leading n candidates are elected. As before, q of workers favor red. If the z names were randomly chosen, then an expected qz individuals would, on average, prefer red, and the remaining counsellors would prefer blue. Workers favoring red would vote the "red slate," and as long as there are at least n candidates who favor red the council would be stacked with red-lovers: the minority gets no representation. The usual way to avoid such an outcome is proportional representation, based on ex ante criteria such as occupation, age, income, location, and sex, which may not reflect attitudes on 12. The formal proof of these propositions relies on the monotonicity of the binomial density function. The key ingredient is that the binomial is monotone increasing for x < (n + \)p and monotone decreasing for x > (n + 1 )p. the color question. Proportional representation is a partial but imperfect cure to the problem of guaranteeing minority representation on specific issues. If women and young workers have different preferences on some issues than older men in the same jobs, proportional representation along traditional factory/office or supervisory/nonsupervisory lines may not mirror those differences, suggesting the possible value of grouping by gender, age, and perhaps race in some countries.
An alternative way to obtain minority representation is to select councillors jury style. When councillors are selected randomly from the population, the minority is more likely to be represented in proportion to its numbers than when councillors are elected at large, or when the criteria for proportional representation are unrelated to attitudes. While a jury system produces minority representation, it has a disadvantage as well. When councillors are elected (and may run again), they are accountable to the workforce and thus may make a greater effort to find out what their peers want than a jury-style councillor.
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And elected councillors may be more able than those chosen by a jury system. 14 2.4 Consultation and Co-determination "In the press shop the works council... made many concrete proposals ... making sure there are sufficient racks . .. ensuring that a foreman is available to train new workers . . . (for) movement of personnel ... to compensate for a faster-moving press line whose parts are in higher demand." (manager in Freeman-Rogers interviews)
All works council laws give councils consultation rights over some decisions. For example, management may be required to consider council suggestions about plant closing before proceeding with any action, although final authority still resides with management. In Germany councils have additional co-determination rights over some issues which require agreement by both sides before any action can be taken. (Compulsory arbitration is used on impasses.) Even when management has the final say, however, consultation rights give the council an influence on the firm's behavior. For one thing, consultation is costly: Management must spend time to prepare for and participate in council meetings. The potentially more important indirect cost is delaying decisions 13. What about alternatives to councils, such as votes (referenda) on issues? There are two advantages to using a council instead of general voting. First, as the management quote given at the outset indicates, it should be cheaper to canvas 10 representative workers than to survey an entire workforce. Second, votes do not register strength of preferences very well. Oral communication in the council setting may provide management with a better sense of how strongly each side's views are held.
14. If some randomly selected delegates do not want to serve, they could be given the right to name a substitute from the same group. The substitute would likely have similar views and might be chosen because he or she is a more able spokesperson. until consultation is completed. Nearly every manager in the Freeman-Rogers interviews cited the time delay as a major drawback of consultations. The need for consultation may, in fact, eliminate some profitable options for firms that depend upon rapid responses to market opportunities.
When might consultation increase the enterprise surplus? How will codetermination, particularly over employment security issues, affect the social surplus and the firm's returns? There are four issues involved in codetermination. They are: the overlap of each party's information set, the relevance of nonoverlapping information, the delay caused by consultation, and the creativity that occurs during discussion. We model all four but deal least well with the last.
Council-Facilitated Consultation
Consultation can increase enterprise surplus when workers offer solutions to firm problems that management fails to see (vide the quotation at the outset of this section) and when management and labor together discover solutions to company problems that neither would have conceived separately. One necessary condition for either situation is that workers have some information that management does not have that is not conveyed freely when management simply asks. Workers must be able to suggest a better solution than that proposed by management.
For specificity, consider again the choice of color when management plans to paint the office red or blue and workers prefer red. The works council might suggest green, which (for whatever reason) maximizes enterprise surplus. This situation has the flavor of Koike's (1989) and Aoki's (1986) analyses of plantlevel operations in which "unusual circumstances" or shocks occur at workplaces. Occurrences such as daily or weekly breakdowns of machines provide workers with opportunities to alter activities in ways that affect productivity. Key is that these occurrences cannot be foreseen or observed by management but can be exploited by workers.
15
The essence of co-determination is teamwork. Management has information or thoughts that workers lack, and workers have information or thoughts that management lacks. By combining information and effort, new ideas are spawned and joint surplus is increased. Since teamwork is key, we model codetermination as analogous to playing a team sport. The metaphor we use is American football.
Suppose that only 30 seconds remain in the game and the team with the ball must score a touchdown to win. The best strategy is to throw a pass, but the 15. The color-green example differs from their cases, however, because the optimal solution when workers face unusual plant-level circumstances is for management to delegate to workers the authority to respond. Consultation rather than on-the-spot treatment of problems requires that management can also contribute to the solution, for instance by bringing other information to bear on the problem or by changing investments or coordinating activities that lie under its control. This is more likely when shocks have a pattern, permitting a general solution to the problem.
probability that the pass is completed depends on knowledge of whether the passer and receiver are right-or left-handed. It also depends on the type and distance of the pass thrown. Neither player knows the other player's hand preference and communicating this information to one another requires a huddle. The huddle communicates information and also allows passer and receiver to combine their thoughts on the type of pass that is best.
The huddle takes time, analogous to delay caused by the co-determination process. Suppose that if players stop to huddle, they have time for only one play in the remaining 30 seconds. If they do not stop to huddle, they will have 1+7 plays, so 7 is a measure of the time cost of co-determination.
If they huddle, the probability of completing a touchdown pass is 3-There are two potential gains from the huddle. One is that players learn each other's hand preference. The other is that they may select a better play. If they do not huddle, each must guess the other player's hand preference and go with a traditional pass. If they both guess correctly, the probability of completing the pass is 3' -3-The difference between 3 and 3' is that without a huddle, there is no possibility of inventing a new play for the current situation. Thus, 3 exceeds (3'. If passer or receiver guesses wrong about the other's hand preference, the probability of completing the pass is only p, with p < 3'. Suppose that the world has y right-handers with y > .5. Then the best guess is that the other player is right handed. Thus, y 2 of the time, both guesses are correct and the probability of a completed pass is 3'. But 1 -y 2 of the time, they guess wrong, and the probability of a completed pass is only p.
The trade-off is that co-determination provides better information, creativity, and thereby expected output. The cost is delay. Delay in this case takes the form of sacrificing some plays.
If they huddle, the probability of a touchdown is simply 3 because only one play is run. If they do not huddle, the probability of a touchdown is
The first term is the probability, given that players guess correctly, of scoring a touchdown on at least one of the 1 + j plays (i.e., one minus the probability of failing on all 1 + j plays) times the probability that they guess correctly. The second term is the probability, given that they guess incorrectly, of scoring a touchdown on at least one of the 1 + 7 plays times the probability that they guess incorrectly. It pays to huddle if and only if
or if and only if
;] > 0.
Initially, let us abstract from creativity and focus on coordination by assuming that 3' = 3' so that the huddle only serves to communicate hand prefer-ence. It is obvious that whether condition (11) holds depends on the values of the parameters. For example, if P = 1, p < 1, and 7 < 1, the condition holds with certainty since the sum of the last two terms is always less than 1. If a huddle brings certain victory on one play, the strategy should be followed no matter how many plays are sacrificed. However, if p = (3, then condition (11) becomes This situation is one in which there is no gain to communication because the information is useless. (Recall that we have temporarily assumed that there is no creativity, in that P' = (3.) Knowing whether the passer or receiver is right or left handed has no effect on the probability that the pass is completed. A huddle only serves to reduce the number of plays that can be attempted, which decreases the probability of a touchdown. There is no value to co-determination when the knowledge to be transferred has no effect on joint surplus. When 3' = p = (3, there is no relevant information communicated in a huddle, so there is no value to it. There is no point in having works councils meetings to discuss management and workers' taste in wine if wine is never served at work. So the first point is that the information sets must not only be different, but the union of the sets must yield higher joint surplus than the disjoint sets. Sharing information must be valuable, or it never pays to have co-determination.
Second, and related, note that
which is negative. As p falls, the expression in condition (11) rises. For a given probability of completion given full information, the value of the huddle increases as p falls. When p falls, the gains to communication rise because joint surplus is increased more by sharing knowledge. The value of coordination is measured most directly by 7. Recall that 7 is the proportion of the population that is right handed. Note that when 7=1, equation (11) As 7 increases, the assumption that passer and receiver are right handed is correct, and there is less need to coordinate. At the extreme, when 7=1, there is no role for communication. Coordination of information is redundant. Independent analysis by passer and receiver results in the correct solution and avoids the delay of the huddle. Discussion and co-determination are valuable when the information sets do not overlap and when that information is relevant. If 7 were 1, information would be completely overlapping. If (3 = p and 7 < 1, information would not be common, but it would be irrelevant, having no effect on the probability of success.
In the workplace, the more different the relevant experiences of workers and management, the more likely that co-determination will be valuable. Sharing information is most likely to affect the probability that the job gets done when each side has independent, but relevant, information. If ex ante guesses are generally correct, there is little reason to waste time meeting. Further, even if inferences about the other side's characteristics are wrong, meetings are still valuable only when the information is relevant.
The Freeman-Rogers interviews provide examples in which worker suggestions produced more profitable outcomes for the firm and in which the interplay between management and labor proved useful. In one major enterprise, management told the works council that the enterprise had to save a certain amount of money to maintain an engineering facility. Devising a plan to provide the savings was left to the workers. Schemes that management thought were infeasible turned out to be feasible, presumably because management did not have an accurate reading of what could be done or of the sacrifice workers would make to save the facility.
These considerations do not mean, of course, that consultation is always useful. Benefits must be weighed against costs. Thus, we present the third formal result: As the costs of delay rise, co-determination becomes less valuable. Specifically, -p), which is negative since 1 -(3 and 1 -p are both less than 1. The extreme cases are informative. If/ -0, then no time is sacrificed by a huddle. In this case, equation (11) becomes
It always pays to huddle if there is no cost and some potential benefit. Also, evaluating equation (11) as j gets large,
s the delay cost becomes infinitely large, it never pays to huddle. This may be one reason why it is important to have councillors who speak the same language as managers. If it takes too much time for an accountant to communicate with a machinist, it might be better to have the machinists elect an accountant as their representative. (Of course, this begs the question of how machinists communicate to their representative.) It also suggests a role for training councillors. American managers who do not spend time consulting with their workers or staff can make decisions faster than European or Japa-nese managers. But they lose the benefits of information from those below them in the organization and may find implementation of decisions more difficult.
Let us return then to the issue of creativity and abstract from coordination. We replace the assumption that p' = P with the assumption that P' < p, the difference reflecting creativity that occurs in the huddle. To eliminate coordination difficulties, assume that all players are right handed. With 7=1, equation (11) now becomes (11') -(1 -P) + (1 -P') 1+ ;.
If P = P', then equation (IT) is clearly negative for j > 0. A huddle does not pay. But with p < P', it is quite possible that the creativity generated in the huddle outweighs the delay cost. If P' = 0, the condition clearly holds and it pays to huddle; as P' goes to p, it does not. Define p* = 1 -(1 -P) 1/(1+^.
Then for P' < P*, it pays to huddle because the creativity effect outweighs the delay effect. For P' > P*, a no-huddle offense dominates because the creativity gains do not outweigh the delay costs. It can be shown as a general proposition, that P*>p/(1 +j).
The creativity effect is more important than the time effect. For example, if y=l, the council meeting costs half of the firm's time. Even if the probability of success on a given try did not quite double with a huddle, it could still pay to huddle. For example, if y = 1, P = .5, and P' = .29, a huddle is worthwhile even though it increases the probability of success by less than 100 percent.
Co-determination, Worker Loyalty, and Investment in Skills
Few, if any, managements want to give workers co-determination over important decisions, particularly those relating to employment, conditions of work, and the like. Co-determination can greatly increase worker power. If workers have veto rights over hours worked, as in Germany, they possess a potentially powerful chip in bargaining over the division of rents. Indeed, outside of Germany, works council legislation accords co-determination rights only to decisions on which management is presumably neutral, such as the French-mandated expenditures on benefits that fall under the social fund. When does adopting the German model, which gives works councils rights over employment levels, employment patterns, and work conditions, improve worker surplus?
The German-style works council has the ability to enhance worker job security. The most important positive feature of additional job security is that it induces workers to take a longer-run view of the prospects of the firm. A consequence is that worker interests are brought more in line with those of owners.
The easiest way to model this is to add additional periods to our section 2.2 model (where workers choose how quickly to work) and to make the rewards to the worker in later periods depend on company well-being in earlier periods. Without a formal analysis, the logic is clear: workers who have job security place value on company profits because the profits are reflected in worker compensation in the future. Thus, one would expect workers in enterprises with strong councils to have greater loyalty to their firm and to be more eager to invest in firm-specific skills than workers in other firms. To the extent that there is underinvestment in firm-specific human capital (because no one side captures 100 percent of the returns), providing additional job security helps to alleviate the problem. 
Conclusion
Our analysis has shown that works councils are most likely to improve enterprise surplus when they have limited but definite power in the enterprise. We have attempted to illuminate situations in which the mandated information sharing and consultation can improve social well-being. Further, we have discussed the implications of choosing specific rules for electing councils. We have stressed that the social-welfare-maximizing council power lies between the amount of power management will voluntarily give the councils and the amount of power labor desires.
European countries with works councils give councils limited legal power but also restrict conflict over the division of rents through centralized wagesetting systems. By setting the bulk of pay packages at the industry level, leaving only modest potential increments for bargaining by firms, and by forbidding councils from using labor's main weapon, the strike, European labor relations systems limit councils' ability to increase labor's rents at the expense of the total surplus. On the other side, by setting pay in industry negotiations, unions and employer federations create a wage floor for workers that serves a similar function. The risk that lack of local bargaining power will allow employers to garner the bulk of enterprise surplus is reduced. Industry unions help, of course, to maintain this dual system by influencing the behavior of councils. When centralized wage setting precludes councils from spending time and effort on wage negotiations, they must focus their attention on other aspects of the work environment.
Would mandated councils work in a different labor relations system, for instance the decentralized wage-setting system of the United States or the United Kingdom? Because we have assumed that the internal operation of councils is determined outside the enterprise, our analysis does not adequately address this critical question about the potential portability of institutions across labor relations systems. In a U.S. or British labor relations system, with decentralized wage setting, would councils, once established, turn into aggressive plant-level unions? Or might they become company-dominated qualityof-work circles and wither on the vine, as did the company-initiated U.S. councils of the 1920s? While our analysis does not answer these important questions even in the abstract, it does suggest the value of paying serious attention to the design of council-type arrangements that might best fit decentralized labor systems. There are potential net social gains from works councils. But to work best and gain those potential benefits, the rules governing councils must be carefully written to bound the power of labor and management and "fit" the broader labor system in which councils must function.
